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Abstract 
A Monte Carlo s imul ation program in-
cluding th e discrete ene r gy l oss process has 
been developed.based on the Mott cross sec-
tion for e l ast i c scatte rin g and the Vriens 
c ross sect ion fo r inelastic scatter in g. A 
defic i ency of the previous model which i s 
based on the sc r eened Rutherford c ro ss sec-
t i on and the Bethe law is made c l ear, from 
comp a rison between the new and o ld results 
such as t he ene rgy distribution of ba ckscat-
ter ed e l ect ron s for a Cu target . With the 
new Monte Carlo model, th e r ad i al spreading 
and penetration depth of both a l I and low-
loss backscattered e l ect ron s have been st ud-
i ed for th e Cu target at e l ectron ene rg i es 
of 5.10 and 20 keV . From these stud i es , it is 
found that the e l ectron exit ang l e depend-
enc e of the spat i al sp r eading i s more s ig-
nificant with the l ow- l oss bac kscatte r ed 
e l ect rons and a very hi gh r esolution of 2 to 
3 nm can be obtained eve n with bac kscatte r ed 
e l ec tr on s. 
Key Words: Monte Carlo simulation.backscat-
tered e l ect ron.s pati a l distribution.discrete 
ene rgy loss process. 
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Introduction 
When incident e l ectrons penetrate i nto 
a target , they col li de with atoms compos ing 
it , r es ulting in both direction change and 
ene rgy loss.and some of them a r e backscat-
te r ed f rom the targe t . Th e backscatte rin g 
coeffic i ent depends on the atom i c numbe r of 
the target more st r ong ly than the secondary 
e l ectron y i e l d does. Because of these cha r-
acte risti cs of the backscattered e l ect ron s 
( BSEs) . they a r e often used to obta in the BSE 
image in scan ni ng e l ect r on mi c roscopy ( SEM) 
and t o detect r eg i st ration marks in elec tr on 
beam I i thog raphy. A g r eat deal of study on 
BSEs have been done by many autho r s from 
var i ous points of v i ew. 
At the 1973 SEM meeting one of the 
autho r s ( K.M .) presented the spatia l distri -
but i on of BSEs for a coppe r target (Mu rata, 
1973).wh i ch was obtained by a Monte Ca rl o 
( MC ) s imul at i on based on both t he sc r eened 
Rutherford (ScR) c ross sect i on fo r e l ast i c 
scattering and th e continu ous s l ow in g- down 
approx imation (CSDA) of Bethe fo r ene rgy 
loss. However.the ScR cross section is not 
accurate because i t i s based on the Born 
ap pr oximat ion and the Bethe l aw neg l ects the 
energy st r agg ling of incident elect rons. 
The present paper revisits the spatia l 
distr ibuti on of BSEs with a new MC s imula-
tion which is based on Mott cross sect ion 
for e l astic scatte rin g and the discrete en-
e r gy loss proc ess through use of the Vriens 
cross section (V ri ens,1966b ) fo r inelasic 
scattering. Some resul ts a r e compared with 
old MC r es ults . All r esu lt s are for Cu at 
normal incidence. 
Theory 
Prior to description o f a new MC simu-
lation model. basic equations for e lastic 
and ine lasti c scattering are explained . 
Elastic scattering cross section. 
Previous MC results (Murata,1973.1974. 
1976a,b ) are obtained by using the ScR cross 
s e ction which is derived on the basis of the 
[dE/ds] lklhc 
[dE/ds] co n t 
[dE/ds] d i s 
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0, Scattering angle of the secondary 
electron when an inelastic col Ii -
s ion occurred 
The exiting angle of BSEs 
Note that al I equations are expressed 
in cgs•esu units. 
Born approximation. The Mott cross sect ion 
is more accurate because it is the exact so-
lution of the Dirac relativistic wave equa-
tion based on the partial wave expansion 
method. Examples of the Mott cross section 
normalized by the ScR cross section where 
the screening parameter by Nigam et al. ( 195 
9) is used are shown in Fig.l in a polar 
diagram for Cu (Kote ra et al..1981.Kotera.19 
89). The Hartree-Fock atomic potential is 
used for calculations of Mott cross sections. 
If the curve is a circle with a radius of 
unity.both cross sections coincide with each 
other. As seen in Fig.l,even the curve for 
20 keV deviates from the c ircl e. The lower 
the incident electron energy is. the larger 
the deviation is . The Mott cross sections 
are larger than the ScR cross sections in 
medium to high scattering angles.resulting 




Fig.1. [da/dQ]Moci/[da/dQ] ScR as a function of 
scattering angle at 5.10 and 20 keV . The 
value of lf corresponds to the forward scat-
tering. 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BACKSCATTERED ELECTRONS 
Inelastic scattering cross section. 
Murata et al. ( 1981 ) have published a 
MC model of fast secondary electron produc-
tion by using the M¢ller equation for in-
elastic scattering (M¢ller.1931). The equa-
tion for nonrelativistic electrons is given 
by: 
(1) 
where e is electron charge,E the primary 
electron energy and E the transferred energy 
normalized by E. Since the cross section as-
sumes free electrons for al I atomic elec-
trons. this is not appropriate especially for 
high atomic number elements. Later.Pandey 
and Rustgi ( 1989) proposed a model taking 
into consideration the bound electrons by 
limiting the application range of the cross 
sect ion to electron energies above the bind-
ing energy and also showed that the energy, 
angular distribution and coefficients of 
transmitted and backscattered electrons in 
Al films calculated with this model were 
similar to those obtained with the Gryzinski 
cross section (Gryzinski .1965). 
Vriens ( 1966b) has derived the fol low-
ing quantum mechanical differential cross 
section for unpolarized beam-atom collisions. 
dai 
dE £"(1+2Ui) 
<D = cos {- (_&_) v 2 1 nu} 
l +Ui ' ' 
where Ui is the binding energy of an i- th 
shell electron normalized by E.R is the 
Rydberg energy normalized by E and the equa-
tion should be applied to the energy range 
of U.<l. The first.second and third terms in 
the bracket are the direct.exchange and in-
terference terms. respectively. <D expresses 
the cosine of the phase difference between 
dir ec t and exchange scattering waves. For 
large E the value of <Dis approximated by 1. 
This equation reduces to a nonrelativistic 
form of the M¢ller equation when U.=0.assum-
ing <D=l. Proykova ( 1980) has performed MC 
simulation by using the old cross section by 
Vriens ( 1966a).which does not include the 
second and third terms and the minor correc-
tion by Vriens ( 1966b). Kolbenstvedt ( 1967) 
has derived the cross section for electron-
electron scattering both in motion from the 
relativistic quantum theory.and has shown 
that when one of the electrons before colli-
sion is at rest.this equation reduces to the 
MJ;,ller equation and to eq.(2) for nonrelati -
vistic electrons. 
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In the present paper.we perform MC sim-
ulation based on the Vriens cross section 
( 1966b).derived from the binary encounter 
theory .and check the applicability of the 
model to backscattering phenomena in SEM. 
Vriens - total ionization cross section 
of an i- th she! l electron is given by 
JJ.lii 
ai = L 2 t i dE 
(3) 
Since we can not distinguish which electron 
is the primary electron after interaction. 
the integration is done in the range of (U.. 
0.5( l+U )). 
Energy loss. 
Since the lower I imit of energy trans-
fer to free electrons,b.Eo/E=E, ,can not be 
zero and collective excitation of plasmons 
is not considered here. there sti 11 remains 
the continuous energy loss process. This en-
ergy loss rate wi I I be obtained by subtract-
ing the discrete energy loss rate [dE/ds]dis 
from the Bethe equation [dE/ds]&thc as fol -
lows : 
[ dEJ ds cont [~;] dis 1 (4) 
where [dE/ds]dis is the sum of [dE/ds] ion and 
[dE/ds]rm which are the energy loss rates by 
ionization of she! l e lectrons and by free 
interactions. respectiv e ly , in the following. 
_ ne1 N I Zi {2 1 
--E- t1+2Ui 3 - 3ln2+3 (l+Ui) Q- 2Ui) +3ln (l+U) 
- lnui} +z, {2- 3ln2- l~E, -2 ln (1-E,) - lnE,}], (5) 
where N:the number of atoms per unit volume, 
Zi :the number of i- th shell electrons.Zr :the 
number of free electrons and the sumnation 
of the first term is done for shell elec-
trons which have the value of U. less than 
unity. The binding energies, the number of 
shell electrons (Liljequist.1983) and the 
energy loss rate due to ionization of she I 1 
electrons at 20 keV are shown in Table 1 . 
The average binding energy is used for L 
shell electrons. 3d electrons are assumed to 
be free electrons because of loose binding, 
so that there are Zr=ll free electrons. 
K.Murata, M. Yasuda and H . Kawata 
Type 1 2 3 4 free Elastic 
Shell ls 2s2p 3s 3p 3d4s 
Eb (keV) 8. 98 0.977 0. 12 0. 074 -- -
Z, 2 8 2 6 11 
.l. , (µ m) 372 3. 31 1. 36 0.276 0. 0333 0. 00625 
(dE/ ds), 0.016 0. 415 0. 279 0. 741 1. 98 
(eV/ nm) 
Table 1.The binding energies (E b in keV) and 
the number of electrons the inelastic mean 
free path and th e ene rgy loss rate due to 
ionization of shell electrons at 20 keV for 
Cu . b.Ec=lO eV. 
Actually the following modified equa-
tion by Joy and Luo ( 1989 ) is us ed inst ead 
of the original Bethe equation . 
[ dEJ = 2ne' N z In (1+ 1. 166£) ds JL E J • (6) 






mean ionization potential. Fig.2 . Electron trajectory mode l for a new 
Monte Carlo simulation. 
Simulation mode l. 
The basic ide a of a MC simulation has 
been alr eady reported in a previous paper 
(Murata and Kyser,1987 ). A brief explanation 
of the pr esent model is given here. 
When an el ectron is incident on a tar-
get, the e l ectron will hav e e lastic or in-
elastic collisions at some depth as shown in 
Fig . 2,depending on th e ir cross sections. if' 
and d n, r e sp ectiv e ly . The valu e s of if' and dn 
are calculated as follows: 
if '= Nf [da/ dQ] ,,.,u dQ , 
where a, is the total cross section for a 
free electron- electron collision and is 
given by: 
1-½ [da] ne" { 1 1 ~)} a, = <c dt: M dt: =w Ec - 1- t:c + In \J- t:c , 
Putting a,oc =if '+a'n,a free path of the 




!ls, =---( Utol) ' • In( URN). (10) 
where URN is a uniform random number . In 
Table 1 also the elastic and inelastic mean 
free paths are shown at 20 keV . 
The probabilities of elastic and in-
e I as tic co 11 is ions a re if '/a,o, and d n/acot , re-
spectively. The determination of either 
elastic or inelastic scattering is done by 
allotting generated uniform random numbers, 
according to these probabilities. 
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Wh en an elastic col I is ion occurs , th e 
angular deflection of th e primary e lectron 
is calculat ed by using th e Mott cross sec-
tion. Wh en an inelastic sc a tt e ring occurs, 
th e typ e of collision ha s to be determined, 
dep ending on th e probabiliti e s o f a, / d "( i=l. 
2.3.4 ) and a,/a'". The scatt e ring angles 0" 
and ~ o f the primary and secondary elec-
trons , respectiv e ly . are giv en by.according to 
th e momentum conservation rul e . 
COS0p =( 1+1. 5U - t: )/ [ 1+2U ) · ( 1+2U ,-t: )] V2 QD 
cos 0, =( t: +O. 5U )/ [ 1 +2U ) •( t:+U, )] v, . 
The continuous energy loss at a step 
with the length of !ls, is calculated by : 
(12) 
fl£= j[dE/ds] cont\•b.s , , (13) 
The electrons are tracked down to 500 
eV . The numbers of simulated trajectories 
are 20,000.20 . 000 and 10.000 for 5.10 and 20 
keV, respectively . For BSEs with low-loss 
energy less than fl£ 100.000 to 200 . 000 tra-
jectories are simulated by limiting the ene-
rgy of electrons to be traced to Fo-Llli. The 
value of Berger- Seltzer ( 1964) is used for 
the mean ionization potential J in the modi-
fied Bethe equation . The value of LIB., is 10 
eV. 
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BACKSCATTERED ELECTRONS 
Results and Discussions 
Energy distribution of BSEs. 
In Fig . 3, the energy distributions of 
BSEs as a function of w ( =E/Eo) are compared 
between experimental (Kulenkampff and Spyra, 
1954.Matsukawa et al..1974.Darlington,1975) 
and two MC results obtained with the new 
and old models . The distribution is known to 
be insensitive to the primary electron ener-
gy. The backscattering coefficients.n,of ex-
periments of Kulenkampff & Spyra , Darlington, 
new and old MC simulations are 0 . 29.0.309. 
0.326±0.006 and 0.309±0.006. respectively. 
Although the absolute values of calculated 
dn/dw are larger than the experimental value 
of Kulenkampff & Spyra owing to larger back-
scattering, both shape and peak energy of 
the new distribution agree we! I with the ex-
perimental ones.while the shape of the old 
distribution is not round and the peak ener-
gy shifts to a lower energy. The new result 
agrees we! I especially with the result of 
Dari ington. This improvement is probably due 
to the scatter of electron energies with the 
discrete energy loss process incorporated. 
Similar results are obtained at incident 
energies of 5 and 10 keV. 
0 
Cu 
· ····-:Experiment (Darlington, 30keV) 
-··- :Experiment ( Matsukawa et al., 20keV) 
-- :Experiment (Kulenkampff and Spyra,20-40keV) 
-·-: New MC ( 20keV) 
-----:Old MC (20keV) 









Fig.3. Energy distribution of backscattered 
electrons. Comparison is made among experi -
mental (Kulenkampff & Spyra , 1954.Matsukawa 
et al .. 1974.Darlington,1975).new and old 
Monte Carlo results . 
A more detailed comparison can be made 
for the energy distribution at a particular 
exit angle . In Fig.4 the two MC results of 
the energy distribution of BSEs are compared 
with experimental data obtained by 
Kulenkampff and Rot tiger ( 1954) at exit an-
gles of T .2T and 4T from the sample sur-
face. The MC results are obtained by count-
ing the numbers of electrons emerging in 
three different angle regions of (J'-2(]' ,2(J' -
3(J' and 4(J'- 5(J' ,to reduce the statistical 
errors and dividing them by the solid angle 
in each angle region. The new results agree 
fairly well with the experimenta l in both 













Fig.4.Energy distribution of backscatter ed 
electrons at exit angles of T .2T and 4T. 
Comparison is made among experimental 
(Kulenkampff & R0ttiger,1954) , new and old 
Monte Carlo results. 
suits do not show a slow decrease with a de-
creasing energy_ The old results show worse 
agreement with the experimental than the new 
results do.especially at the low exit angles 
of T and 2T. The calculated exit angle 
dependence of BSEs is confirmed to follow 
nearly a cosine law. A significant differ-
ence in the dependence is not seen between 
the new and old MC results. 
Radial distribution of BSEs. 
The calculated radial distributions, 
f(r)(r is in /1ffi unit),of BSEs at 20 keV are 
compared between the new and old models in 
Fig.5. The distributions are obtained by 
counting the number of BSEs emerging from 
the ring-shaped area between rand r+~r.di-
viding it by the area element.2nr~r.and by 
the number of incident electrons.and smooth-
ing data points plotted at a radial distance 
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0.6 0.8 
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Fig.5.Radial distribution of backscattered 
electrons at 20 keV. Two Monte Carlo results 
are compared. 
of r+0.5~r. As has been shown before ( Murat~ 
1973.1974).the distributions have a sharp 
peak around the incident point and a broad 
background over the electron range. The new 
result has a higher peak and a more roundish 
change at the foot of the peak distribution 
than the old one does. As a contribution of 
single large angle BSEs to the peak seems to 
be large , the higher peak with the new model 
is probably caused by a larger backward 
scattering probability of the Mott cross 
section as seen in Fig.1. The roundish 
change is caused by the energy straggling 
effect . 
Note that Nosker ( 1969) has reported 
a similar distribution based on the single 
large angle scattering model of Everhart 
(1960) . 
The new MC results of f (r) are compared 
in Fig . 6 at various energies in a form norm-
alized by R. the electron range.which is def-
ined here. A method to obtain the value of R 
is the following. The integrated function of 
f(r), F(r)=f2nf(r) rdr/71, is plotted as a func-
tion of r. Then.F(r) gives the fraction of 
electrons which are backscattered within the 
radius of r. The range R is defined to be 
the radial distance where the tangential 
line at a linear part of the curve,F(cl. 
crosses the line of F(r)=l.0. The range R 









0 0.5 1.0 
r/R 
Fig.6.Nonnalized radial distribution of 
backscattered electrons at 5.10 and 20 keV . 
the radial direction. The values of Rare 
0.050.0 . 163 and 0.538 .um at 5.10 and 20 keV . 
respectively. The ordinate is given by 
R2 f ( r/R). The curves agree we 11 with each 
other. This means that the electron diffu-
sion is simi Jar at any incident energies . An 
approximate distribution can be deduced at 
arbitrary energies in the energy range of 5 
to 20 keV. 
The exit angle dependence of the radial 
distribution was also investigated by divid-
ing the exit angle¢ into the three regions 
of (J' -3(1' . 3(1' -6(1' and 6(1' -9(1' . However, it 
was found that the distributions did not di -
ffer so much from each other and agreed with 
that for the total BSEs as shown in Fig.5 
although a difference is seen in the inten-
sity. 
Radial distribution of low-loss BSEs. 
As shown by Wells ( 1971.1972). the reso-
lution of the BSE image can be improved by 
detecting low-loss BSEs because of their 
small diffusion range. Some evidence for 
this fact has been shown before (Murata.1973). 
More details are given here . Typical results 
of the radial distribution of low-loss (L\&,;1 
keV) BSEs at 20 keV are shown in Fig. 7.com-
paring between the new and old models . The 
cell size is 5 nm except near the incident 
point where the 1 nm cell is used . Both re-
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Fig . 7 . Radial distribution of \ow-loss 
( ~lkeV) ba ckscatt e r ed e le c trons at 20 keV . 
suits ar e very similar and show still the 
peak and background although th e backg round 
is gr eatly r educed and its spreading is lim-
ited to th e electron range to travel till 
e lectrons lose an energy less than 1 keV. 
The difference between the two models is 
only in the intensity . The old result does 
not show the shoulder at the foot of the 
peak distribution . This shows that the sin-
gle large angle s cattering is dominant and 
the energy straggling is not significant for 
low-loss BSEs. The calculated backscattering 
coefficients within radii of 5.25.50 and 100 
nm with the new model ar e 0 . 0021 , 0 . 011 and 
0.023 and 0.049 for the BSEs including all 
energy loss processes.and 0 . 0015,0.0066,0 . 01 
3 and 0 . 020 for the low-loss BSEs,respec-
tively . Their proportions are 71,59.55 and 
41%. respectively. This means that the con-
tribution of low-loss BSEs to the total 
backscattering is greater in more vicinity 
of the electron incident point. Therefore, 
it seems that the peak is built mainly by 
low-loss BSEs electrons , i.e . single large 
angle BSEs. 
In Fig.8 the fractional backscattering 
coefficients,F ( r), for low-loss (M:<lkeV) 
BSEs are given at 5.10 and 20 keV,comparing 
between the new and old models . The curves 
with the old model reach the saturation ear-
lier than those with the new model do be-
949 
F(r) 
Cu t.ES lkeV 
0.5 
--:New MC 
--- - :Old MC 
0 
0 50 100 150 200 
r (nm) 
Fig . 8.Fractional backscattering coefficients 
for low-loss backscattered ele c trons . The 
new and old Monte Carlo results are compared 
at 5,10 and 20 keV. 
VI 150 
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-20 -1 5 - 1 0 -5 0 10 15 20 
x (nm) 
F ig.9.Lat e ral distribution of low-loss 
( ~lkeV ) backscattered e lectrons at 20 keV . 
The number of electrons ar e counted in a 
width of t.x=l nm. 
cause of a shorter electron range . Assuming 
the spatial resolution of low-loss BSEs to 
be the radius where the half intensity is 
included, the resolutions with t he new model 
ar e 13.29 and 49 nm at 5.10 and 20 keV, re-
sp ectively. 
Ogura et al.( 1990 ) and Franchi et al. 
( 1990) have shown that GaAs/ AlAs and GaAs/Ga 
AlAs superlattice structures can be observed 
with a resolution of 2 to 3 nm by using the 
semiconductor detector.which is known to be 
more sensitive to higher energy electrons. 
Probably the BSE image contrast is obtained 
with a sharp peak around the center. To give 
the evidence for this fact.we have to make 
the cell size small, then need more trajecto-
ries. In the present study we have not done 
this calculation . However.since a fairly 
large fraction of BSEs around the center is 
caused by low-loss electrons, it will be 
worthwhile to investigate this effect with 
the spatial distribution of low-loss BSEs. 
In Fig.9 the lateral distribution of low-
K.Murata, M.Yasuda and H.Kawata 
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Fig.IQ.Lateral distribution of low-loss 
(~lkeV) backscattered electrons at 20 keV 
when four zero cross sectional electron 
beams are incident on a Cu target with the 
interval of 4 nm. 
loss ( ~E;;i;lkeV) BSEs at 20 keV is shown with 
the cell size of 1 nm when 100.000 electrons 
are incident at x=O on a Cu target . The or-
dinate is the number of electrons counted in 
the area of (x,x+lnm). As seen in the fig-
ure, the peak is not lost although the back-
ground intensity is large due to the inte-
gration over one direction,y. F ig.10 is the 
l atera l distribution of the low-loss BSEs 
when four electron beams are incident on the 
target with the interval of 4 nm. The result 
is not for the above superlattice structure~ 
but it is important to know that the sharp 
peak keeps a spatial resolution of at l east 
2 nm. The peak int ensity is determined by 
the atomic number of the sample around the 
incident point and the background intensity 
is determined by the average atomic number 
of the sample with fine structures regard-
less of the position of incidence. Therefor~ 
it may be possible to obtain a sufficient 
contrast by the peak intensity with a high 
resolution if the background is subtracted 
in a some way. The peak/background ratio de-
creases with an incr easi ng number of super-
posed distributions. In this case.the peak 
to background ratio is 0.91 . A study of a 
resolution of BSEs with a single large angle 
scattering model wi 11 be an interesting fu-
ture subject. 
The ex i t ang I e dependence of the F ( r) 
function of low-loss(~;;i;250eV) BSEs is shown 
in Fig.11 at 20 keV, in comparison between 
the new and old models. A clear exit angle 
dependence is seen in the figure. The reason 
why this diff erence occurs can be explained 
in the follow ing .assuming that the low-loss 
BSEs are caused by single large angle elas-
tic scattering events . A trajectory model is 
shown in Fig.12 for this type of BSEs . The 
radial spreading of electrons exiting at an 
angle of¢ from a depth z is r=z • cot¢. The 
maximum value of r is given by the maximum 
penetration depth Zmax =~s/(l +c osec¢) ,where ~s 
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Fig.11.Exit angle dependence of F(r) of low-
loss (~0.25keV) backscattered electrons at 
20 keV . 
e 
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Fig.12.Trajectory model for a single large 
angle backscattered e l ect rons . 
l ength to lose an energy of ~E=250eV,assum-
ing that no discrete inelastic collisions 
occur. The values of rmax are 72.42 and 19 nm 
in the exit angle regions of¢= Cf - 3Cf .3Cf-
6Cf and 6Cf - 9Cf. respective ly. The calcu l ated 
F(r) values saturate at about these maximum 
values. The old model predicts a faster sat-
uration because of a shorter electron range . 
The radii including the half intensity with 
the new model are 19.5.12 . 0 and 5.0 nm for 
the exit angle regions of er - 3Cf , 3Cf - 6Cf and 
6Cf-9Cf. respectively_ A resolution of 5 . 0 nm 
can be obtained at the highest exit angle 
region. 
Maximum Penetration depth of BSEs. 
It is often required to know the maxi -
mum penetration depth of BSEs in order to 
explain the BSE image in the SEM. Fig.13 
shows the exit angle dependence of the maxi -
mum penetration depth distributions of all 
and low-loss ( ~E~lkeV) BSEs at 20 keV. The 
distributions for the all BSEs in the higher 
ex i t ang I e regions (3Cf - 6Cf and 6Cf - 9Cf ) have 
a peak in deep depths. The reason why the 
peak is yielded is the fol lowing. The number 
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Fig.13.Maximum penetration depth distribu-
tion of the all and low-loss ( t.&;;l keV,a 
shaded part) backscattered e l ectrons in the 
three exit angle r eg ions . 
of BSEs increases with an in c reasi ng depth 
owing to single large angle backscattering 
events,plural and multiple scattering event~ 
while the number of BSEs from deep depths 
decreases because such BSEs are easy to be 
deflected from the direction to the surface 
owing to a long travelling path length unti I 
they reach the surface. At shallow angles, 
the singly backscattered electrons do not 
incr ease so much with an increasing depth 
because the probability of being deflected 
by successive scattering events is high due 
to a long travel I ing path length to the sur-
face as shown in Fig.12,consequently a sig-
nificant peak can not be observed. In the 
low-loss curves the singly backscattered e-
lectrons are dominant very near the surface. 
The distribution is nearly flat over the 
depth of about 0 . 1 µmin the highest exit 
angle region of 6~ -9~. This is caused 
mostly by single large angle BSEs. Namely, 
once they are scattered backward, they are 
easy to go out of the surface without any 
further scattering. In the lowest exit angle 
region the maximum penetration depth of e-
lectrons escaping from the sample wi II be 
smaller as exp l ained in Fig.12. 
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Fig.14.Exit angle dependence of the mean 
penetration depth of a 11 and low-loss back-
scattered electrons at 5 and 20 keV . The new 
and old Monte Car lo results are compared. 
Fig.14 shows the exit angle dependence 
of the mean penetration depth of the al I and 
low-loss BSEs,which is calculated by 
z=Jn (z) • zdz/Jn(z) dz where n (z) is the number 
of electrons with penetration depth z,in 
comparison between the new and old models. 
Generally, the old model underestimates the 
mean penetration depth because of the neg-
lect of the energy straggling effect. The 
low-loss BSEs have a stronger dependence 
than the total BSEs do. This is because the 
penetration depth of the low-loss BSEs is 
directly related to the value of Zma, for the 
single large angle BSEs,which is proportion-
al to ( l +c osec¢) 1 • The mean depths are about 
10 and 60 nm at the lowest and highest an-
g l es. resp ect ively _ It should be noted that 
the rad i a I sp r eading of the low-I oss BSEs 
decreases with an increa s ing exit angle . 
Conclusion 
A new MC simulation model including the 
discrete energy loss process has been devel-
oped.based on the Mott cross section for 
elastic scattering and the Vriens cross sec-
tion for inelastic scattering. The new re-
sults of the energy distribution of BSEs 
have shown better agreement with the experi-
mental results than the old ones.which are 
obtained based on the ScR cross section and 
the Bethe law . We revisited the spatial dis-
tribution of BSEs for a Cu target with the 
new mode 1. It is confirmed that the radi a I 
distribution has a peak and a broad back-
ground over the electron range . The intro-
duction of the Mott cross section is found 
to give a higher peak intensity. This is 
favourable for high resolution observations 
with BSEs in SEM. Also the exit angle de-
pendence of the spatial distribution of BSEs 
was studied with the new model and found to 
be significant for low-loss BSEs, to which a 
contribution of single large angle BSEs is 
dominant. 
Applications of the new model to other 
elements such as Al and Au are in progress. 
K.Murata, M.Yasuda and H.Kawata 
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Discussions with Reviewers 
D.Li ljequist :Have you checked whether your 
correction term [dE/ds] conL in eq.(4 ) is 
always positive? 
Authors:Let Z, be the number of shell elec-
trons which have the value of U less than 
unity.for example Zs =8 and 18 f~r 0.5 and 20 
keV, respectively. Assuming that these elec-
trons have the smallest binding energy, i.e. 
0. 074 keV and U, . Ec <<l. eq.( 5) reduces to 
[dE/ds] dis=( ne
4 
WE)·{ 2;, ( 1- 3ln2)---{ Zs lnU, + 
( A) 
This gives the largest value of [dE/ds]d,s . 
From eqs.(A ) .(5) and (6) the following con-
dition for EC is deduced so that [dE/ds] conl>0. 
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Fig 15 Distribution of e l ect ron stopping 
position in a Cu target at 20keV. 2000 elec-
trons are incident. An arrow shows the Bethe 
ran ge_ 
If a=l and U,=i'c .that i s.a ll e le ctrons are 
free.this condition is simi lar to the one 
proposed i n a previous paper CK.Murata et al. 
(1981)) although an additional term 1.166 ' 
is intr oduced, which comes from the use of 
the ene rgy loss equation by Joy & Luo ( 1989 1 
For LiEc=l0 eV this cond ition i s suffic i en tly 
satisfied in the energy range of 0.5---20 keV. 
D.Li ljequist:1:-lave you checked whether your 
choice of LiE has any significant influence 
on your resucl ts? 
G.Love:How is the lower limit of ene r gy 
transfer to free electrons decided upon and 
i s the MC model sensitive to the va lu e 
selected? 
R.Bindi :llave you tried to apply your model 
to describe the transmission of e l ect rons 
through thin so l id f ilms? 
Authors:Fi rst .we calculated the ene rgy stra-
gg ling of the primary e l ect ron s in a sampl e 
for LlS =10.20 and 100 eV,assuming that the 
electrons penetrate straight without any an-
gular deflection due to elastic and inelas-
tic scatte ring events. An examp l e of the 
distributions of electron stopping position 
in the samp l e is shown in the figure above. 
We could not see any significant difference 
among those results with LiEc =l0.20 and l00 eV. 
Second.we calculated the energy distri -
bution of transmitted electrons from thin 
films with various thicknesses for LiEc =l0.20 
and 100 eV. We confirmed that our results 
were not so sensitive to the selection of 
LiEc around 10 eV. but the r esu lt with LiE = 
100 eV showed a littl e higher peak inten;ity 
than those resu I ts with LiEc =1 0 and 20 eV. 
The re fo re . i t i s assumed th a t an a pp rec i ab I e 
decrease in the straggling effect wi 11 ap-
pear between 20 and 100 eV. However.compari -
sons with experimental data have shown a 
clear discrepancy in the peak int ens ity_ 
Probably the model is sti 11 lack of the en-
ergy straggling, 
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R.Bindi:Could the authors comment the physi -
cal rea son for the choice of low-loss energy, 
LiE<lkeV or LiE<250eV? 
Authors:The low-loss ene rgy LiE was set a few 
percent of the primary electron ene rgy which 
has been used in the experiment of Wei ls 
( 1971 ) . 
R.Bindi :What is the reason why you keep a 
continuous energy loss process in your model? 
Have you tried to apply an (experimental) 
dielectric loss function for the interac-
tions with the jellium? 
Authors:A decade ago we developed a Monte 
Carlo program which is based on the M¢1 ! e r 
cross section for free e lectron-e lectron 
collisions. The present model is just the 
extens ion of the previous model by replacing 
the M¢11er equation by the Vrien cross sec-
tion and so the program was easi ly modified. 
Also the check of the validity of the Vriens 
equation for inelastic scatte rin g is inter-
esting. In addition.once this type of model 
i s es tab I ished, the model can be applied to 
any elements without specia l assumptions. 
The complete direct simulation which re-
qui res much compu tat i ona I time may not be 
necessary in applications to e l ectron micro-
probe ana lysis. 
We have not tried a dielectric loss 
function. It will be possible to combine the 
present model with the dielectric loss func-
tion. Since the expe rimental data for a Cu 
target are available (C .J.Powell.Electron 
Beam Int e ractions with So l ids for Microscop~ 
Microanalysis and Micro Ii thography,eds.D.F. 
Kyser.II. iedrig,D.E.Newbury and R.Shimizu ( S 
EM ln c .. Chicago,1984 ). P.19- 31 ) .it will be an 
interesting future subject. 
Yen- Cai Ho:Would you assess the appl icabi Ii -
ty of your mode l to heavy elements at low 
incident e l ect ron ene r g ies such as lkeV? 
Authors :As previous I y reported ( H. S .W.Ma ssey 
and E.1:-1.S.Burhop,Electronic and Ionic Jmpact 
Phenomena.vol.1 ( Clarendon Press.Oxford.1969 
). P.42 ) the Mott cross sections of 1:-lg atoms 
are very accurate even at few hundreds eV. 
Therefore. the accuracy of the simulation 
for heavy elements and low incident electron 
ene rgi es depends mainly on the energy loss 
law of Joy and Luo ( 1989 ). Kotera et al. ( 19 
81) have shown that the calcu lat ed electron 
range and backscattering coefficient for a 
gold target through us e of a Monte Carlo 
simulation based on the Mott cross section 
and the Rao- Sahib and Wittry equation agree 
we] I with the experimental ones even at lkeV. 
Further study is needed to see the appl ica-
bi Ii ty of the present model to various phys-
ical quantities under such conditions. 
O.C.Wells:Cosslett published a paper in 
which BSE are subdivided between plural Jy 
scattered BSE and diffused BSE . I published 
a paper in which I tried to make this same 
distinction based on the obse rv ed energy 
K. Murata, M.Yasuda and H.Kawata 
distribution of BSE for elements of differ-
ent atomic number. Needless to say.the first 
of these emerged from a smaller area. Once 
again, l was wondering whether with the Monte 
Carlo method you might throw light on this 
question. 
Authors:The author has discussed to some ex-
tent the effect of singly,plurally and dif -
fused BSEs on the spatial distribution in a 
previous paper (K.Murata,1973.1974). However, 
the result is not satisfactory from a quan-
titative point of view. Fortunately.the 
Monte Carlo method can trace each electron 
and can make clear how many elastic scatter-
ing events each BSE suffers in a sample. We 
are planning to do it in the future. 
J. Shou :How much does the app Ii ed "mod ified-
Be the" stopping power eq . ( 6) deviate from 
the" Standard stopping power" in ICRU Report 
37? 
Authors:Eq.(6) approaches a regular Bethe 
equation when E becomes large. The energy 
loss rates obtained from this equation are 
13.0 and 7.71 MeV/(g/cri) at 10 and 20 keV, 
respectively (p=8.96 g/crr/ ,J=322 eV) while 
the standard stopping powers are 13.2 and 
8.07 MeV/(g/cm2 ). At 20 keV there is a de-
viation of ab9ut 4% f rom the standard stop-
ping power. P robabl y this deviation comes 
from the neglect of the r e lativi st ic effect. 
The introduction of the effect into the pre-
sent model may improve the discrepancy in 
the backscattering coeffic i ent. 
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